## CATIA Magic Documentation

### Modeling tools
- Magic Software Architect
- Magic Cyber Systems Engineer
- Magic Systems of Systems Architect

### Collaboration
- Magic Collaboration Studio

### Simulation and more
- Magic Model Analyst
- Magic Alf Analyst
- Magic Teamcenter Connector
- Magic Real-Time Communication Designer

## No Magic Documentation

### Modeling Tools
- MagicDraw
- Cameo Systems Modeler
- Cameo Enterprise Architecture

### Collaboration Tools
- Teamwork Cloud
- Cameo Collaborator for Teamwork Cloud

### Plugins
- SysML Plugin
- Cameo Simulation Toolkit
- Cameo Requirements Modeler Plugin
- Cameo Data Modeler Plugin
- UAF Plugin
- UPDM 2 Plugin
- Cameo DataHub
- Cameo Safety and Reliability Analyzer Plugin
- Teamcenter Integration Plugin
- Alf Plugin
- Cameo Concept Modeler Plugin
- CSV Import Plugin
- Cameo Business Modeler Plugin
- DDS Real-Time Communication Plugin
- Product Line Engineering